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Southern Cross the Dog
"A final bombshell will leave readers shocked in this brutal, dark, gripping, and
sometimes touching tale that is Spencer at her very best. A must-read" - Booklist
Starred Review A nameless victim. An unknown killer. An impossible case for
Monika Paniatowski. Before she can even begin to track down the killer of the old
woman dumped by the lonely canal, Monika Paniatowski needs to find out who she
is - and no one seems to know. Even when her daughter Louisa provides the vital
clue, it only makes life more difficult, because the Chief Constable - intent on
making Paniatowski's life difficult - refused to let her follow the obvious trail. And it
is not until there is a second, even more brutal, murder, that Paniatowski realises
she will have to call on the help of her old mentor, ex-DCI Charlie Woodend.

The Falconer
Clarinetist Ike Morphy, his dog Herbie Mann, and a pair of pigeons who roost on his
air conditioner are about to be evicted from their apartment on West 106th Street,
also known as Duke Ellington Boulevard. Ike has never had a lease, just a
handshake agreement with the recently deceased landlord; and now that
landlord’s son stands to make a killing on apartment 2B. Centering on the fate of
one apartment before, during, and after the height of New York’s real estate boom,
Ellington Boulevard’s characters include the Tenant and His Dog; the Landlord, a
recovered alcoholic and womanizer who has newly found Judaism and a wife half
his age; the Broker, an out-of-work actor whose new profession finally allows him
to afford theater tickets he has no time to use; the Broker’s New Boyfriend, a
second-rate actor who composes a musical about the sale of 2B (“Is there no one I
can lien on if this boom goes bust?”). There’s also the Buyer, a trusting young
editor at a dying cultural magazine, who falls in love with the Tenant; the Buyer’s
Husband, a disaffected graduate student taken to writing bawdy faux-academic
papers; and the Buyer’s Husband’s Girlfriend, a children’s book writer with a tragic
past. With the humor and poignancy that made Langer’s first novel, Crossing
California, a favorite book of the year among critics across the country, Ellington
Boulevard is an ode to New York. It’s the story of why people come to a city they
can’t afford, take jobs they despise, sacrifice love, find love, and eventually
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become the people they never thought they’d be—for better and for worse.

In Times of Fading Light
First in the ghostly urban fantasy series by New York Times bestselling author
Daniel José Older “Because I’m an inbetweener—and the only one anyone knows of
at that—the dead turn to me when something is askew between them and the
living. Usually, it’s something mundane like a suicide gone wrong or someone
revived that shouldn’ta been.” Carlos Delacruz is one of the New York Council of
the Dead’s most unusual agents—an inbetweener, partially resurrected from a
death he barely recalls suffering, after a life that’s missing from his memory. He
thinks he is one of a kind—until he encounters other entities walking the fine line
between life and death. One inbetweener is a sorcerer. He’s summoned a horde of
implike ngks capable of eliminating spirits, and they’re spreading through the city
like a plague. They’ve already taken out some of NYCOD’s finest, leaving Carlos
desperate to stop their master before he opens up the entrada to the
Underworld—which would destroy the balance between the living and the dead.
But in uncovering this man’s identity, Carlos confronts the truth of his own
life—and death.…

The Illusion of Separateness
With the international bestseller The Seven-Per-Cent Solution, Nicholas Meyer
brought to light a previously unpublished case of Sherlock Holmes, as recorded by
Dr. John H. Watson. Now Meyer returns with a shocking discovery—an unknown
case drawn from a recently unearthed Watson journal. January 1905: Holmes and
Watson are summoned by Holmes' brother Mycroft to undertake a clandestine
investigation. An agent of the British Secret Service has been found floating in the
Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled into England at the cost of her life. The
pages purport to be the minutes of a meeting of a secret group intent on nothing
less than taking over the world. Based on real events, the adventure takes the
famed duo—in the company of a bewitching woman—aboard the Orient Express
from Paris into the heart of Tsarist Russia, where Holmes and Watson attempt to
trace the origins of this explosive document. On their heels are desperate men of
unknown allegiance, determined to prevent them from achieving their task. And
what they uncover is a conspiracy so vast as to challenge Sherlock Holmes as
never before.

American Innovations
All new and original to this volume, the 21 stories in Dangerous Women include
work by twelve New York Times bestsellers, and seven stories set in the authors'
bestselling continuities-including a new "Outlander" story by Diana Gabaldon, a
tale of Harry Dresden's world by Jim Butcher, a story from Lev Grossman set in the
world of The Magicians, and a 35,000-word novella by George R. R. Martin about
the Dance of the Dragons, the vast civil war that tore Westeros apart nearly two
centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones. Also included are original
stories of dangerous women--heroines and villains alike--by Brandon Sanderson,
Joe Abercrombie, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Lawrence Block, Carrie Vaughn, S. M. Stirling,
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Sharon Kay Penman, and many others. Writes Gardner Dozois in his Introduction,
"Here you'll find no hapless victims who stand by whimpering in dread while the
male hero fights the monster or clashes swords with the villain, and if you want to
tie these women to the railroad tracks, you'll find you have a real fight on your
hands. Instead, you will find sword-wielding women warriors, intrepid women
fighter pilots and far-ranging spacewomen, deadly female serial killers, formidable
female superheroes, sly and seductive femmes fatale, female wizards, hard-living
Bad Girls, female bandits and rebels, embattled survivors in Post-Apocalyptic
futures, female Private Investigators, stern female hanging judges, haughty queens
who rule nations and whose jealousies and ambitions send thousands to grisly
deaths, daring dragonriders, and many more." At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Song of Slaves in the Desert
In The Illusion of Separateness, award-winning author Simon Van Booy tells a
harrowing and enchanting story of how one man’s act of mercy during World War II
changed the lives of strangers, and how they each discover the astonishing truth of
their connection. Whether they are pursued by Nazi soldiers, old age, shame,
deformity, disease, or regret, the characters in this utterly compelling novel
discover in their, darkest moments of fear and isolation that they are not alone,
that they were never alone, that every human being is a link in an unseen chain.
The Illusion of Separateness intertwines the stories of unique and compelling
characters who—through seemingly random acts of selflessness—discover the vital
parts they have played in each other’s lives.

Half-Resurrection Blues
From the author of The Cellist of Sarajevo, an exciting new novel that uses the life
and sudden death of Harry Houdini to weave a tale of magic, intrigue, and illusion.
What is real and what is an illusion? Can you trust your memory to provide an
accurate record of what has happened in your life? The Confabulist is a clever ,
entertaining, and suspenseful narrative that weaves together the rise and fall of
world-famous Harry Houdini with the surprising story of Martin Strauss, an
unknown man whose fate seems forever tied to the magician’s in a way that will
ultimately startle and amaze. It is at once a vivid portrait of an alluring, latenineteenth/early-twentieth-century world; a front-row seat to a world-class magic
show; and an unexpected love story. In the end, the book is a kind of magic trick in
itself: there is much more to Martin than meets the eye. Historically rich and
ingeniously told, this is a novel about magic and memory, truth and illusion, and
the ways that love, hope, grief, and imagination can—for better or for worse—alter
what we perceive and believe.

Death's Dark Shadow
A BRILLIANT NEW COLLECTION OF SHORT STORIES FROM THE "CONSPICUOUSLY
TALENTED" (TIME) RIVKA GALCHEN Winner of the Danuta Gleed Literary Award A
New York Times Book Review Notable Book Chosen as one of fifteen remarkable
books by women that are shaping the way we read and write in the 21st century
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by the book critics of The New York Times In one of the intensely imaginative
stories in Rivka's Galchen's American Innovations, a young woman's furniture
walks out on her. In another, the narrator feels compelled to promise to deliver a
takeout order that has incorrectly been phoned in to her. In a third, the petty
details of a property transaction illuminate the complicated pains and loves of a
family. The tales in this groundbreaking collection are secretly in conversation with
canonical stories, reimagined from the perspective of female characters. Just as
Wallace Stevens's "Anecdote of the Jar" responds to John Keats's "Ode on a Grecian
Urn," Galchen's "The Lost Order" covertly recapitulates James Thurber's "The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty," while "The Region of Unlikeness" is a smoky and
playful mirror to Jorge Luis Borges's "The Aleph." The title story, "American
Innovations," revisits Nikolai Gogol's "The Nose." By turns realistic, fantastical,
witty, and lyrical, these marvelously uneasy stories are deeply emotional and
written in exuberant, pitch-perfect prose. Whether exploring the tensions in a
mother-daughter relationship or the finer points of time travel, Galchen is a writer
like none other today.

Darkness the Color of Snow
Alix London, daughter of a convicted art forger, accompanies new collector
Christine Lemay to New Mexico to authenticate a supposed Georgia O'Keeffe,
which becomes complicated after a bungled theft of the painting reveals a murder.

A Dangerous Talent
Marcia Muller, bestselling author of the acclaimed series starring San Francisco P.I.
Sharon McCone, returns to the remote northern California coast of Point Deception
and Cyanide Wells with an exciting new novel. A riveting mystery full of
atmosphere and suspense, this tale explores the dark heart of a small town where
passion-and murder-runs as deep as the river that flows through it Amid ancient
redwoods and sun-dappled reeds, the Perdido River runs clear and cold from the
mountains of Soledad County to the blue Pacific. A wildlife refuge and a pristine
recreational area, the river brings tourists to the old lumber town of Cape
Perdidoand flows through the memories and hearts of the rugged people who have
settled there since the Gold Rush days. Now that is about to change. An out-ofstate corporation wants to pump the river nearly dry and float the water to
southern California's thirsty cities in huge rubber rafts. With lobbyists, lawyers, and
dirty tricks, the company intends to get what it wants-any way it can. Against this
corporate Goliath, a community protest group and four unusual individuals are
drawing a line in the sand. Flying in from New York City, ecologist Jessie Domingo
hopes to grab headlines for her cause. Environmentalist Joseph Openshaw has
come back to the home, and the secrets, he left behind decades ago. His former
lover, local restaurateur Steph Pace, fears both the emotions and the ghosts
arriving to haunt her. And old man Timothy McNear, owner of the defunct mill that
once employed most of the town, silently broods about the sins he has hidden for
too long. But no one envisions what will happen when the crack of a sniper's bullet
sets off a chain of desperate acts. As the peace of this small town is shattered,
murder stains Cape Perdido, and one by one, those who stand tall for a cause may
be swept away by the current of a town's ugly truths-and a killer's revenge.
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The Bookshop on the Corner
A multigenerational saga focuses on two extraordinary women, including Rose, a
tyrannical Communist who terrorizes her neighborhood with her absolute beliefs,
and her daughter Miriam, who embraces the counterculture of Greenwich Village.

Cape Perdido
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITOR'S CHOICE For readers of Atonement, a
hauntingly powerful story about the fierce friendship between three sisters and
their friend as they grow up on the outskirts of their parents' wild and bohemian
artistic lives. On her first day at a new school, Lily befriends Eva and her sisters
Beatrice and Heloise, daughters of the infamous avant-garde painter Evan
Trentham. An only child from an unremarkable, working-class family, Lily has never
experienced a household like the Trenthams'--a community of like-minded artists
Evan and his wife have created, all living and working together to escape the
stifling conservatism of 1930's Australia. And Lily has never met anyone like Eva,
whose unabashed confidence and worldly knowledge immediately draw her in.
Infatuated by the creative chaos of the Trenthams and the artists who orbit them,
Lily aches to fully belong in their world, craving something beyond her own
ordinary life. She becomes a fixture in their home, where she and Eva spend their
days lounging in the garden, filching cigarettes and wine, and skirting the fringes
of the adults' glamorous lives, who create scandalous art during the day and host
lavish, debauched parties by night. But as seductive as the artists' utopian vision
appears, behind it lies both darkness and dysfunction. And the further the girls are
pulled in, the greater the consequences become. With elegance and vibrancy, THE
STRAYS evokes the intense bonds of girlhood friendships, the volatile
undercurrents of a damaged family, and the yearning felt by an outsider looking in.
PRAISE FOR THE STRAYS "Disturbing and magical.with a grace and eloquence." NPR Books "Full of lush, mesmerizing detail and keen insight into the easy intimacy
between young girls which disappears with adulthood." - The New Yorker "THE
STRAYS is a knowing novel, and beautifully done." - Meg Wolitzer, New York Times
bestselling author of The Interestings

New York 1, Tel Aviv 0
In this stylish neo-noir set in the mountainous Central Asian republic of Kyrgyzstan,
hard-bitten inspector Akyl Borubaev mourns the recent death of his beloved
wife--the only humanizing force in his otherwise bleak life as a homicide dective in
Bishkek. As he struggles to face his personal pain, Borubaev is assigned to
investigate the murder of a young woman whose horribly mutilated body is found
dumped in a public park. When Borubaev discovers the woman is the only
daughter of Mikhail Tynaliev, the powerful and ruthless Minister of State Security,
he realizes the case will probably destroy him, regardless of where the evidence
leads. Borubaev begins making enemies everywhere he turns, even as he is aided
by a motley assortment of dangerous cutthroats: his wife's uncle Kursan, whose
cross-border smuggling is the stuff of local legend; the explosive police chief, who
wants the case solved as soon as possible; Saltanat, a beautiful and deadly agent
of the Uzbek Security Service; an entire police force of bent cops; and members of
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the Kyrgyz mafia. All of which would just be another day in the life of Akyl
Borubaev--if the investigation didn't turn up a blood-chilling connection to multiple
homicides across Kyrgyzstan--including one on a Russian military base.

The Thieves of Manhattan
The critically acclaimed author of the New York Times bestseller A Land More Kind
Than Home—hailed as "a powerfully moving debut that reads as if Cormac
McCarthy decided to rewrite Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird" (Richmond Times
Dispatch)—returns with a resonant novel of love and atonement, blood and
vengeance, set in western North Carolina, involving two young sisters, a wayward
father, and an enemy determined to see him pay for his sins. After their mother's
unexpected death, twelve-year-old Easter and her six-year-old sister Ruby are
adjusting to life in foster care when their errant father, Wade, suddenly appears.
Since Wade signed away his legal rights, the only way he can get his daughters
back is to steal them away in the night. Brady Weller, the girls' court-appointed
guardian, begins looking for Wade, and he quickly turns up unsettling information
linking Wade to a recent armored car heist, one with a whopping $14.5 million
missing. But Brady Weller isn't the only one hunting the desperate father. Robert
Pruitt, a shady and mercurial man nursing a years-old vendetta, is also determined
to find Wade and claim his due. Narrated by a trio of alternating voices, This Dark
Road to Mercy is a story about the indelible power of family and the primal desire
to outrun a past that refuses to let go.

The Salinger Contract
A New York Times Editor’s Choice Pick “A novel of huge heart and fierce
intelligence. It has restored my faith in pretty much everything.” —Ann Patchett,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Commonwealth “[An] electric debut
novel…Reader, beware: Spending time with Lucy is unapologetic fun, and
heartbreak, and awe as well.” —Chloe Malle, The New York Times Book Review In
this “frank, bittersweet coming-of-age story that crackles with raw adolescent
energy, fresh-cut prose, and a kinetic sense of place” (Entertainment Weekly), a
teenaged tomboy explores love, growing up, and New York City in the early 1990s.
New York, 1993. Street-smart seventeen-year-old Lucy Adler is often the only girl
on the public basketball courts. Lucy’s inner life is a contradiction. She’s by turns
quixotic and cynical, insecure and self-possessed, and, despite herself, is in
unrequited love with her best friend and pickup teammate, Percy, the rebellious
son of a prominent New York family. As Lucy begins to question accepted notions
of success, bristling against her own hunger for male approval, she is drawn into
the world of a pair of provocative feminist artists living in what remains of New
York’s bohemia. Told with wit and pathos, The Falconer is at once a novel of ideas,
a portrait of a time and place, and an ode to the obsessions of youth. In her
critically acclaimed debut, Dana Czapnik captures the voice of an unforgettable
modern literary heroine, a young woman in the first flush of freedom.

The Interestings
To his friends, Seymour Langer was one of the brightest kids to emerge from
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Chicago’s Depression-era Jewish West Side. To his family, he was a driven and
dedicated physician, a devoted father and husband. But to his Adam, youngest
son, Seymour was also an enigma: a somewhat distant figure to whom Adam could
never quite measure up, a worldly man who never left the city of Chicago during
the last third of his life, a would-be author who spoke for years of writing a history
of the Bonus March of 1932, when twenty thousand World War I veterans
descended on the nation’s capital to demand compensation. Using this dramatic
but overlooked event in U.S. history as a means of understanding his relationship
with his father, Adam Langer sets out to uncover why the Bonus March intrigued
Seymour Langer, whose personal history seemed to be artfully obscured by a mix
of evasiveness and exaggeration. The author interweaves the story of the Bonus
March and interviews with such individuals as history aficionado Senator John Kerry
and the writer and critic Norman Podhoretz with his own reminiscences and those
of his father’s relatives, colleagues, and contemporaries. In the process, he
explores the nature of memory while creating a moving, multilayered portrait of
both his father and his father’s generation.

Crossing California
Dennis Lehane, the New York Times bestselling author of Live by Night—now a
Warner Bros. movie starring Ben Affleck—delivers a psychologically, morally
complex novel of blood, crime, passion, and vengeance, set in Cuba and Ybor City,
Florida, during World War II, in which Joe Coughlin must confront the cost of his
criminal past and present. Ten years have passed since Joe Coughlin’s enemies
killed his wife and destroyed his empire, and much has changed. Prohibition is
dead, the world is at war again, and Joe’s son, Tomás, is growing up. Now, the
former crime kingpin works as a consigliore to the Bartolo crime family, traveling
between Tampa and Cuba, his wife’s homeland. A master who moves in and out of
the black, white, and Cuban underworlds, Joe effortlessly mixes with Tampa’s
social elite, U.S. Naval intelligence, the Lansky-Luciano mob, and the mob-financed
government of Fulgencio Batista. He has everything—money, power, a beautiful
mistress, and anonymity. But success cannot protect him from the dark truth of his
past—and ultimately, the wages of a lifetime of sin will finally be paid in full.
Dennis Lehane vividly recreates the rise of the mob during a world at war, from a
masterfully choreographed Ash Wednesday gun battle in the streets of Ybor City to
a chilling, heartbreaking climax in a Cuban sugar cane field. Told with verve and
skill, World Gone By is a superb work of historical fiction from one of “the most
interesting and accomplished American novelists” (Washington Post) writing today.

The Confabulist
Like No Country for Old Men and Snow Falling on Cedars, a haunting, suspenseful,
and dazzlingly written novel of secrets, corruption, tragedy, and vengeance from
the author of Crazy Heart—the basis of the 2009 Academy Award-winning film—an
electrifying crime drama and psychological thriller in which a young cop becomes
the focal point for a community’s grief and rage in the aftermath of a tragic
accident. Out on a rural highway on a cold, icy night, Patrolman Ronny Forbert sits
in his cruiser trying to keep warm and make time pass until his shift ends. Then a
familiar beater Jeep Cherokee comes speeding over a hill, forcing the rookie cop to
chase after it. The driver is his old friend turned nemesis, Matt Laferiere, the rogue
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son of a man as beaten down as the town itself. Within minutes, what begins as a
clear-cut arrest for drunk driving spirals out of control into a heated argument
between two young men with a troubled past and ends in a fatal hit and run on an
icy stretch of blacktop. As the news spreads around town, Police Chief Gordy
Hawkins remains certain that Ronny Forbert followed the rules, at least most of
them, and he’s willing to stand by the young cop. But a few manipulative people in
town see opportunity in the tragedy. As uneasy relationships, dark secrets, and old
grievances reveal themselves, the people of this small, tightly woven community
decide that a crime must have been committed, and someone—Officer Ronny
Forbert—must pay a price, a choice that will hold devastating consequences for
them all.

The Other Widow
Nina Redmond is a librarian with a gift for finding the perfect book for her readers.
But can she write her own happy-ever-after? In this valentine to readers, librarians,
and book-lovers the world over, the New York Times-bestselling author of Little
Beach Street Bakery returns with a funny, moving new novel for fans of Nina
George’s The Little Paris Bookshop. Nina is a literary matchmaker. Pairing a reader
with that perfect book is her passion… and also her job. Or at least it was. Until
yesterday, she was a librarian in the hectic city. But now the job she loved is no
more. Determined to make a new life for herself, Nina moves to a sleepy village
many miles away. There she buys a van and transforms it into a bookmobile — a
mobile bookshop that she drives from neighborhood to neighborhood, changing
one life after another with the power of storytelling. From helping her grumpy
landlord deliver a lamb, to sharing picnics with a charming train conductor who
serenades her with poetry, Nina discovers there’s plenty of adventure, magic, and
soul in a place that’s beginning to feel like home… a place where she just might be
able to write her own happy ending.

This Dark Road to Mercy
From New York Times bestselling author and world-renowned scientist Jane
Goodall, as seen in the National Geographic documentary Jane, comes a
fascinating examination of the critical role that trees and plants play in our world.
Seeds of Hope takes us from Goodall's home in England to her home-away-fromhome in Africa, deep inside the Gombe forest, where she and the chimpanzees are
enchanted by the fig and plum trees they encounter. She introduces us to
botanists around the world, as well as places where hope for plants can be found,
such as The Millennium Seed Bank. She shows us the secret world of plants with all
their mysteries and potential for healing our bodies as well as Planet Earth. Looking
at the world as an adventurer, scientist, and devotee of sustainable foods and
gardening--and setting forth simple goals we can all take to protect the plants
around us--Goodall delivers an enlightening story of the wonders we can find in our
own backyards.

Dangerous Women
The author of The Pocket Wife explores the dark side of love, marriage, and
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infidelity in this sizzling novel of psychological suspense. Everybody’s luck runs
out. This time it could be theirs . . . It isn’t safe. That’s what Joe tells her when he
ends their affair—moments before their car skids off an icy road in a blinding
snowstorm and hits a tree. Desperate to keep her life intact—her job, her husband,
and her precious daughter, Lily—Dorrie will do everything she can to protect
herself, even if it means walking away from the wreckage. Dorrie has always been
a good actress, pretending to be someone else: the dutiful daughter, the satisfied
wife, the woman who can handle anything. Now she’s going to put on the most
challenging performance of her life. But details about the accident leave her
feeling uneasy and afraid. Why didn’t Joe’s airbag work? Why was his car door
open before the EMTs arrived? And now suddenly someone is calling her from her
dead lover’s burner phone. . . . Joe’s death has left his wife in free fall as well.
Karen knew Joe was cheating—she found some suspicious e-mails. Trying to cope
with grief is devastating enough without the constant fear that has overtaken
her—this feeling she can’t shake that someone is watching her. And with Joe gone
and the kids grown, she’s vulnerable . . . and on her own. Insurance investigator
Maggie Brennan is suspicious of the latest claim that’s landed on her desk—a man
dying on an icy road shortly after buying a lucrative life insurance policy. Maggie
doesn’t believe in coincidences. The former cop knows that things—and
people—are never what they seem to be. As the fates of these three women
become more tightly entwined, layers of lies and deception begin to peel away,
pushing them dangerously to the edge . . . closer to each other . . . to a terrifying
truth . . . to a shocking end.

The Tooth Tattoo
The hunter is free to kill again -- and hour by hour, he draws closer . . . The brilliant
psychopath Andrew Carlisle spent only six years in prison for the brutal
torture–murder of a young girl of the Tohono O'otham tribe. The testimony of
Diana Ladd -- a teacher on the reservation -- put Carlisle behind bars, and now she
can't ignore the dark, mystical signs that say a predator has returned to prowl the
Arizona desert. Because no matter where Diana and her young son hide . . . he will
find them.

The Harder They Come
The "house of journalists," a place where exiled writers can seek refuge from
oppressive governments, is thrown into disarray when paranoia surrounds the
arrival of a mysterious newcomer.

Whisky from Small Glasses
Documents the 1972 story behind the longest-distance hijacking in U.S. history,
tracing the events of the hijacking against a backdrop of civil unrest and the
skyjacking wave of the early 1970s.

Ellington Boulevard
California Avenue, in Chicago’s West Rogers Park neighborhood, separates the
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upper-middle-class Jewish families on the west from the mostly middle-class Jewish
households east of the divide. This funny and heartbreaking novel tells the story of
three families, and their teenage children, living on either side of California. It
follows their loves, heartaches, friendships, and losses during a memorable and
defining moment of American history. Spanning the Iran hostage crisis through the
inauguration of Ronald Reagan as president, Crossing California is a cinematic and
unforgettable look at the end of an era, the turning point when the idealism of the
sixties gave way to the pragmatism of the eighties.

The House of Journalists
"Adam is a writer and stay-at-home dad in Bloomington, Indiana, drawn into an
uneasy friendship with the charismatic and bestselling thriller author Connor Joyce.
Conner is having trouble writing his next book, and when a menacing stranger
approaches himwith an odd and lucrative proposal, events quickly begin to spiral
out of control"--P. [4] of cover.

The Skies Belong to Us
The first instalment in the bestselling DCI Daley series. Perfect for fans of Stuart
MacBride and Ann Cleeves. 'A gripping debut Memorable' HERALD. When the body
of a young woman is washed up on an idyllic beach on the West Coast of Scotland,
D.C.I. Jim Daley is despatched from Glasgow to lead the investigation. Far from
home and his troubled marriage, Daley finds himself a stranger in a close-knit
community. Betrayal, fear and death stalk the small town of Kinloch, and the case
becomes more deadly than Daley could ever have imagined. Whisky from Small
Glasses is a truly compelling crime novel, shot through with dark humour and
menace, and is the first in the internationally bestselling D.C.I. Daley thriller series.
'Meyrick has the ability to give even the least important person in the plot
character, and the skill to tell a fine tale' THE SCOTS MAGAZINE. 'Lots of twists and
turns' LOVEREADING.

The Strays
Named a best book of the year by Entertainment Weekly, Time, and The Chicago
Tribune, and named a notable book by The New York Times Book Review and The
Washington Post “Remarkable . . . With this book [Wolitzer] has surpassed
herself.”—The New York Times Book Review "A victory . . . The Interestings secures
Wolitzer's place among the best novelists of her generation. . . . She's every bit as
literary as Franzen or Eugenides. But the very human moments in her work hit you
harder than the big ideas. This isn't women's fiction. It's
everyone's."—Entertainment Weekly (A) From Meg Wolitzer, the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Female Persuasion, a novel that has been called
"genius" (The Chicago Tribune), “wonderful” (Vanity Fair), "ambitious" (San
Francisco Chronicle), and a “page-turner” (Cosmopolitan). The summer that Nixon
resigns, six teenagers at a summer camp for the arts become inseparable.
Decades later the bond remains powerful, but so much else has changed. In The
Interestings, Wolitzer follows these characters from the height of youth through
middle age, as their talents, fortunes, and degrees of satisfaction diverge. The kind
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of creativity that is rewarded at age fifteen is not always enough to propel
someone through life at age thirty; not everyone can sustain, in adulthood, what
seemed so special in adolescence. Jules Jacobson, an aspiring comic actress,
eventually resigns herself to a more practical occupation and lifestyle. Her friend
Jonah, a gifted musician, stops playing the guitar and becomes an engineer. But
Ethan and Ash, Jules’s now-married best friends, become shockingly
successful—true to their initial artistic dreams, with the wealth and access that
allow those dreams to keep expanding. The friendships endure and even prosper,
but also underscore the differences in their fates, in what their talents have
become and the shapes their lives have taken. Wide in scope, ambitious, and
populated by complex characters who come together and apart in a changing New
York City, The Interestings explores the meaning of talent; the nature of envy; the
roles of class, art, money, and power; and how all of it can shift and tilt
precipitously over the course of a friendship and a life.

The Adventure of the Peculiar Protocols
Acclaimed New York Times bestselling author T.C. Boyle makes his Ecco debut with
a powerful, gripping novel that explores the roots of violence and antiauthoritarianism inherent in the American character. Set in contemporary Northern
California, The Harder They Come explores the volatile connections between three
damaged people—an aging ex-Marine and Vietnam veteran, his psychologically
unstable son, and the son's paranoid, much older lover—as they careen towards an
explosive confrontation. On a vacation cruise to Central America with his wife,
seventy-year-old Sten Stensen unflinchingly kills a gun-wielding robber menacing a
busload of senior tourists. The reluctant hero is relieved to return home to Fort
Bragg, California, after the ordeal—only to find that his delusional son, Adam, has
spiraled out of control. Adam has become involved with Sara Hovarty Jennings, a
hardened member of the Sovereign Citizens’ Movement, right-wing anarchists who
refuse to acknowledge the laws and regulations of the state, considering them to
be false and non-applicable. Adam’s senior by some fifteen years, Sara becomes
his protector and inamorata. As Adam's mental state fractures, he becomes
increasingly schizophrenic—a breakdown that leads him to shoot two people in
separate instances. On the run, he takes to the woods, spurring the biggest
manhunt in California history. As he explores a father’s legacy of violence and his
powerlessness in relating to his equally violent son, T. C. Boyle offers unparalleled
psychological insights into the American psyche. Inspired by a true story, The
Harder They Come is a devastating and indelible novel from a modern master.

Hour of the Hunter
In the tradition of Cormac McCarthy and Flannery O’Connor, Bill Cheng’s Southern
Cross the Dog is an epic literary debut in which the bonds between three childhood
friends are upended by the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927. In its aftermath, one
young man must choose between the lure of the future and the claims of the past.
Having lost virtually everything in the fearsome storm—home, family, first
love—Robert Chatham embarks on an odyssey that takes him through the deep
South, from the desperation of a refugee camp to the fiery and raucous brothel
Hotel Beau-Miel and into the Mississippi hinterland, where he joins a crew hired to
clear the swamp and build a dam. Along his journey he encounters piano-playing
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hustlers, ne’er-do-well Klansmen, well-intentioned whores, and a family of fur
trappers, the L’Etangs, whose very existence is threatened by the swamp-clearing
around them. The L’Etang brothers are fierce and wild but there is something soft
about their cousin Frankie, possibly the only woman capable of penetrating
Robert’s darkest places and overturning his conviction that he’s marked by the
devil. Teeming with language that renders both the savage beauty and complex
humanity of our shared past, Southern Cross the Dog is a tour de force that heralds
the arrival of a major new voice in fiction.

A Killing Winter
"Ingenious . . . Lovers of good music and a good mystery should not miss this
delightful tale." —Washington Post Book World Peter Diamond, head of the
Criminal Investigation Division in scenic Bath, England, is investigating the murder
of a young woman whose body has been found in the canal, the only clue to her
identity a tattoo of a music note on one of her teeth. For Diamond, who wouldn’t
know a Stradivarius from a French horn, the investigation is his most demanding
ever. Meanwhile, strange things are happening to jobbing violist Mel Farran, who
finds himself scouted by a very elite classical quartet—one whose previous violist
disappeared without a trace. Despite the mystery shrouding the group, the chance
to join is too good to pass up, and Mel finds himself in a cushy residency at Bath
Spa University with the quartet—and embroiled in the unusually musical murder
investigation. As the story unfolds in fugue-like counterpoint, Peter and Mel both
learn frightening secrets about fandom and about what it takes to survive in the
cutthroat world of professional musicians.

Print Is Dead
Enter the world of New York 1, Tel Aviv 0, where the characters are as intelligent
and charming as they are lonely. A couple discovers the ability to stop time
together; another couple lives with a constant loud beeping in their apartment,
though only one of them can hear it. A father leaves his daughter in Israel to
pursue a painting career in New York; a sex worker falls in love with the Israeli
photographer who studies her. Together these stories explore the tension between
an anonymous, globalized world and an irrepressible lust for connection—they
form an intimate document of niche moments between characters who are so
brilliantly, subtly, and magically rendered by Shelly Oria's capable hands.

My Father's Bonus March
An enthralling literary mystery that connects some of the world’s most famous
authors—from Norman Mailer and Truman Capote to B. Traven and J. D.
Salinger—to a sinister collector in Chicago Adam Langer, the narrator of this deft
and wide-ranging novel by the author of the same name, tells the intertwining
tales of two writers navigating a plot neither one of them could have ever
imagined. There may be no other escape than to write their way out of it. Adam is
a writer and stay-at-home dad in Bloomington, Indiana, drawn into an uneasy
friendship with the charismatic and bestselling thriller author Conner Joyce. Conner
is having trouble writing his next book, and when a menacing stranger approaches
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him with an odd—and lucrative—proposal, events quickly begin to spiral out of
control. A novel of literary crimes and misdemeanors, The Salinger Contract will
delight anyone who loves a fast-paced story told with humor, wit, and intrigue.

Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of
Football
Contends that printed books will be replaced by digital books and that book
distributors and readers should actively support the transformation by encouraging
digital book creation and the standards required for storage and delivery.

Church of Marvels
The famously false memoirs of James Frey may be yesterday’s news, but as this
funny riff reminds us, literary fakes are as old as literature itself. Ian Minot is an
aspiring writer who labors over short stories that seem destined to remain unread.
His beautiful Romanian girlfriend, Anya Petrescu, finds success more easily—and
leaves Ian for Blade Markham, a bloviating ex-gangbanger whose “so-called
memoir” is a best-seller. When Ian is approached by ex-editor Jed Roth, who wants
Ian to publish Jed’s pulpy tale of book theft and murder as a memoir, then
renounce it, it’s a chance for both of them to get revenge: Jed on his former
employer, and Ian on the world. Although Langer may be too cute for some (he
employs made-up slang in which a penis is a portnoy), he does an engaging job
with the hall-of-mirrors plot. And if readers can predict that the book they’re
reading is the one that Ian ends up writing, they’ll never guess the ending. Just
when you want a surprising twist, Langer delivers several.

Manuscript Found in Accra
The latest novel from the #1 internationally best-selling author of The Alchemist.
There is nothing wrong with anxiety. Although we cannot control God’s time, it is
part of the human condition to want to receive the thing we are waiting for as
quickly as possible. Or to drive away whatever is causing our fear. . . . Anxiety was
born in the very same moment as mankind. And since we will never be able to
master it, we will have to learn to live with it—just as we have learned to live with
storms. * * * July 14, 1099. Jerusalem awaits the invasion of the crusaders who
have surrounded the city’s gates. There, inside the ancient city’s walls, men and
women of every age and every faith have gathered to hear the wise words of a
mysterious man known only as the Copt. He has summoned the townspeople to
address their fears with truth: “Tomorrow, harmony will become discord. Joy will be
replaced by grief. Peace will give way to war. . . . None of us can know what
tomorrow will hold, because each day has its good and its bad moments. So, when
you ask your questions, forget about the troops outside and the fear inside. Our
task is not to leave a record of what happened on this date for those who will
inherit the Earth; history will take care of that. Therefore, we will speak about our
daily lives, about the difficulties we have had to face.” The people begin with
questions about defeat, struggle, and the nature of their enemies; they
contemplate the will to change and the virtues of loyalty and solitude; and they
ultimately turn to questions of beauty, love, wisdom, sex, elegance, and what the
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future holds. “What is success?” poses the Copt. “It is being able to go to bed each
night with your soul at peace.” * * * Now, these many centuries later, the wise
man’s answers are a record of the human values that have endured throughout
time. And, in Paulo Coelho’s hands, The Manuscript Found in Accra reveals that
who we are, what we fear, and what we hope for the future come from the
knowledge and belief that can be found within us, and not from the adversity that
surrounds us. This eBook edition includes a Reading Group Guide.

Seeds of Hope
A ravishing first novel, set in vibrant, tumultuous turn-of-the-century New York
City, where the lives of four outsiders become entwined, bringing irrevocable
change to them all. New York, 1895. Sylvan Threadgill, a night soiler cleaning out
the privies behind the tenement houses, finds an abandoned newborn baby in the
muck. An orphan himself, Sylvan rescues the child, determined to find where she
belongs. Odile Church and her beautiful sister, Belle, were raised amid the
applause and magical pageantry of The Church of Marvels, their mother’s
spectacular Coney Island sideshow. But the Church has burnt to the ground, their
mother dead in its ashes. Now Belle, the family’s star, has vanished into the bowels
of Manhattan, leaving Odile alone and desperate to find her. A young woman
named Alphie awakens to find herself trapped across the river in Blackwell’s
Lunatic Asylum—sure that her imprisonment is a ruse by her husband’s vile,
overbearing mother. On the ward she meets another young woman of ethereal
beauty who does not speak, a girl with an extraordinary talent that might save
them both. As these strangers’ lives become increasingly connected, their stories
and secrets unfold. Moving from the Coney Island seashore to the tenementstudded streets of the Lower East Side, a spectacular human circus to a brutal,
terrifying asylum, Church of Marvels takes readers back to turn-of-the-century New
York—a city of hardship and dreams, love and loneliness, hope and danger. In
magnetic, luminous prose, Leslie Parry offers a richly atmospheric vision of the
past in a narrative of astonishing beauty, full of wondrous enchantments, a
marvelous debut that will leave readers breathless.

Dissident Gardens
The gripping account of a once-in-a-lifetime football team and their lone
championship season For Rich Cohen and millions of other fans, the 1985 Chicago
Bears were more than a football team: they were the greatest football team
ever—a gang of colorful nuts, dancing and pounding their way to victory. They won
a Super Bowl and saved a city. It was not just that the Monsters of the Midway
won, but how they did it. On offense, there was high-stepping running back Walter
Payton and Punky QB Jim McMahon, who had a knack for pissing off Coach Mike
Ditka as he made his way to the end zone. On defense, there was the 46: a
revolutionary, quarterback-concussing scheme cooked up by Buddy Ryan and
ruthlessly implemented by Hall of Famers such as Dan "Danimal" Hampton and
"Samurai" Mike Singletary. On the sidelines, in the locker rooms, and in bars, there
was the never-ending soap opera: the coach and the quarterback bickering on TV,
Ditka and Ryan nearly coming to blows in the Orange Bowl, the players recording
the "Super Bowl Shuffle" video the morning after the season's only loss. Cohen
tracked down the coaches and players from this iconic team and asked them
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everything he has always wanted to know: What's it like to win? What's it like to
lose? Do you really hate the guys on the other side? Were you ever scared? What
do you think as you lie broken on the field? How do you go on after you have lived
your dream but life has not ended? The result is Monsters: The 1985 Chicago Bears
and the Wild Heart of Football, a portrait not merely of a team but of a city and a
game: its history, its future, its fallen men, its immortal heroes. But mostly it's
about being a fan—about loving too much. This is a book about America at its most
nonsensical, delirious, and joyful.

The Salinger Contract
Lyrically told and impeccably researched, Song of Slaves in the Desert traces the
story of Nathaniel Pereira, a young New Yorker who's called to revive his uncle's
South Carolina plantation. Nathaniel is struck by the sobering reality of slavery as
he becomes captivated by the young slave Liza. Liza's never known the meaning of
freedom, and as Nathaniel plunges into the murky mysteries of slavery, she can
see how he might change her life forever. A masterful writer, Cheuse traces the
thread of slavery from sixteenth-century Timbuktu and grapples with the wild
nature of love.

World Gone By
An enthrallingly expansive family saga set against the backdrop of the collapse of
East German communism, from a major new international voice * Over 450,000
copies sold in Germany alone * Rights sold in 20 countries * Winner of the German
Book Prize * A PW "First Fiction" pick * In Times of Fading Light begins in
September 2001 as Alexander Umnitzer, who has just been diagnosed with
terminal cancer, leaves behind his ailing father to fly to Mexico, where his
grandparents lived as exiles in the 1940s. The novel then takes us both forward
and back in time, creating a panoramic view of the family's history: from
Alexander's grandparents' return to the GDR to build the socialist state, to his
father's decade spent in a gulag for criticizing the Soviet regime, to his son's desire
to leave the political struggles of the twentieth century in the past. With wisdom,
humor, and great empathy, Eugen Ruge draws on his own family history as he
masterfully brings to life the tragic intertwining of politics, love, and family under
the East German regime.
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